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Calculating Electronic Time Recorder with Daily totals
This two-colour fully automatic digital time recorder complete with signal
output, allows up to 6 clocking’s per day for each employee or can be pre-set
to 4 clocking’s and show a daily and running total, depending on the format
required. Capacity is set at 150 employees (60=daily total hours+next day
overtime function, 130=daily totals without next day function or
150=without daily totals). The robust ABS plastic and multi-viewing
positions for both vertical and horizontal mounting make this the ideal
choice for a variety of work environments.
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Ÿ Fully automatic without any key operations Fully automatic system can protect time card from over stamp
Ÿ Up to 6 columns - IN/OUT clocking’s with breaks stamped as well as
overtime
Ÿ Password protected - 4 digit key to prevent unauthorised access to the
terminal settings
Ÿ Printing in regular minutes or 1/100th of hours Can print not only in regular minutes but also in 1/100th of hours
Ÿ Late in, early out and overtime - ER2700 can recognize and print late-in,
early-out, overtime and overnight automatically when printing each
time
Ÿ 3 kinds of pay period format -Selectable 3 periods: Monthly, Bi-weekly
and Weekly
Ÿ Next day overtime key - Line change can be extended past midnight or
line shift time
Ÿ Guarantee in case of power failure - Memory backup supported by an
internal battery and a dock function guaranteed over a period of three
years as a accumulated power failure after assembling at factory
Ÿ Automatic daylight saving time change
Ÿ Wall mounting - allows multi-viewing options with an angled
insertion slot

Power Supply
Weight/ Working/Storing
Temperature
Outside Dimensions
Clock System

Capacity

Print Colour
Printing Information
Programming

230V 50/60Hz 0.2A
1.8kg/0°C - 40°C / -20°C - 60°C
241mm (H) x 187mm (W) x
130mm (D)
Crystal quartz oscillation
Monthly tolerance +/- 15
seconds
60 if daily totals + next day
overtime functions used
130 if daily totals used
150 if non are used

Example Printing Modes

Black and red (to mark
infringements)
Data, Hour/ Minute. Up to 6
columns. Daily total times
2 Different types of day
programming can be set each
week
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